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 Unresolved paternity 
 Consent for testing 
 Ownership of Samples 
 Uncovering genetic disorders 

 SRY Reversal / Klinefelter’s Syndrome 
 Unexpected Ancestry 



The tools for genealogical testing came from 
population genetics 

In population genetics, the history of a population is 
inferred by constructing mathematical models of 
evolution and comparing it to the “behavior” of the 
population (what is observed in nature). 

Ancestry testing applies population genetics to an 
individual sample 
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We have now entered the Genomics era 
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 The distribution of variation among human 
populations is still being researched 

 What we historically have tested is only a part 
of an individual’s genetic ancestry 
 Y-Chromosome 
 mtDNA 

 An individual’s genetic make up will likely 
represent a variety of lineages 



 The underlying patterns of variation 
 How the diversity is surveyed 
 Which populations are surveyed 
 The statistical methods used to interpret the 

results 

“Interpretation is always uncertain and  
statistical” (ASHG 2010) 



http://www.ashg.org/pdf/ASHGAncestryTestingStatement_FINAL.pdf 



• The concept of "ancestry”  

“Genetic ancestry assessment often addresses the intermediate levels of 
ancestry that are usually imprecisely defined and identified.” 

“every person has hundreds of ancestors going back even a few centuries 
and thousands of ancestors in just a millennium.” 

“The genomic segments contributed by a particular ancestor are far from all 
being uniquely identifiable, so even if one’s genome has those specific genome 
contributions, identification of particular ancestry is always uncertain and 
statistical.” 



• Consumers and scientists have different reasons for pursuing assessment of 
genetic ancestry 

“Most consumers are interested in using genetic ancestry testing to confirm or 
extend their knowledge of family genealogy.” 

“population geneticists and anthropologists use these same technologies as 
used in DTC (direct-to-consumer) ancestry testing, but more often summarized 
on a population scale” 

“Epidemiologists with an interest in identifying genetic associations with 
disease, in contrast, employ methods of ancestry inference either to control for 
complexities due to population stratification” 



•assessment of confidence or accuracy 

“A major concern about the DTC ancestry testing business is that there is no 
quality assurance guarantee, and there is not even a mechanism to couple 
market performance with anything relating to accuracy.” 



•Recommendations 
1.  Because the science of ancestry determination has limitations, greater 

efforts are needed on the part of both industry and academia to make the 
limitations of ancestry estimation clearer to consumers, the scientific 
community, and the public at large. In turn, the public has the responsibility 
to avail themselves of information regarding ancestry testing and strive to 
better understand the implications and limitations of these assessments. 



•Recommendations 
2. Additional research is required to further understand the extent to which the 
accuracy of genetic ancestry estimation is influenced by the individuals 
represented in existing databases, geographical patterns of human diversity, 
marker selection and statistical methods. 



•Recommendations 
3. The complex consequences of ancestry estimation for people, families, and 
populations need to be assessed and guidelines should be developed to 
facilitate explanation and/or counseling about ancestry estimation in research, 
DTC and health care settings. 



•Recommendations 
4. Scientists inferring genetic ancestry should consult or collaborate with 
scholars who have expertise in the historical, sociopolitical and cultural contexts 
needed to inform the processes and outcomes of their research and 
commercial efforts. 



•Recommendations 
5. Mechanisms for greater accountability of the DTC ancestry testing industry 
should be explored. 



The American Journal of Human Genetics 86, 1–13, May 14, 2010 

http://www.cell.com/AJHG/abstract/S0002-9297%2810%2900155-2 



•There are now approximately 40 companies, based in various countries, that 
currently provide genetic ancestry testing to the public. 

•The use of multiple marker systems 
 Y chromosome 
 mtDNA 
 Autosomal SNPs 

•most DTC tests for ancestry offer lineage testing that uses mtDNA and Y-
chromosome markers, DTC testing with autosomal markers, especially with 
whole-genome SNP chips, is becoming more common   



•An interpretation of admixture from multiple populations 

•Currently reference populations are not yet complete 

•Inferences at this time will be limited by the existing reference data 

•Testing services must communicate the level of uncertainty in the 
presentation of the inference 



•There is a potential to infer health or racial identity from the interpretation of 
this information 

•Knowledge about genetic ancestry, particularly if undesirable and unexpected, 
can lead to the reshaping of group, familial, or personal identity. 

 Positive or Negative 

•Genetic ancestry inference could reveal the nuances of ancestry and dispel 
the notion of race in humans and/or the practice of equating race with ancestry 

•inaccurate concept of human variation and increases the possibility 
of stigmatization and discrimination 



•Recommendations 
1.  Leadership of the human-genetics community, diverse in its interests and its 

own identities, should develop mechanisms for promoting thoughtful and 
rigorous use of genetic ancestry estimation in academic research 

2.  Interested scientific and scholarly societies should collaborate to convene a 
national roundtable discussion of DTC genetic ancestry testing. 






